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Multimedia: Coding 
Course Outline 

Teacher Contact 
vailability: We are available to you during all WIN sessions. It is in your best interest to seek us out 
as much as possible for additional instruction. 

Course Summary 
Students will learn how to create computer games. This creative process will cover aspects of game 
design such as graphic design and game coding. 

Topics Covered 
During the course, topics covered may include (but are not limited to): 
• typing 
• Scratch (programming language) 
• Python 

Grading 
You will be graded after every class based on the 6 P’s. 

Classroom Policies 
Getting ready:            
When you come to class, you are expected to participate fully and bring necessary materials to join 
the activities. Come prepared to learn. 

Behavior: 
The 6 P’s (prepared, punctual, productive, positive, pleasant, polite) are an important part of what 
makes ISS special, and students are expected to uphold and follow the 6 P’s whenever they are in 
school. The healthy living class is no exception. Impolite or rude behavior will have severe 
consequences.  

Leaving the room:  
Please do not leave the room without asking. Students are expected to clean up after each activity. 

Plagiarism 



Students who hand in school work that is not their own are guilty of plagiarism.  In any academic 
setting, it is very important that students take responsibility for their own learning, and dishonesty 
of this nature makes it impossible for teachers to make an informed decision on subsequent 
learning.  Students who are found guilty of such behavior will be dealt with in the following way: 
  
First offence: 
 • phone call to parents and the work redone and the grade reported 
 • preamble with parents consequence for second offence 
Second offence: 
 • phone call to parents and the work redone and assessed, with the grade of “0” recorded 
 • preamble with parents consequence for third offence 
Third offence 
 • phone call to parents and the work redone and assessed, and a grade of “0” recorded 
 • Saturday School assigned by school administration 
 • Preamble with parents the consequence for fourth offence 
Fourth offence 
 • phone call to parents and the work redone and assessed, and a grade of “0” recorded 
 • 2 day Out of School Suspension by school administration 
 • preamble with parents expulsion on fifth offence 
Fifth offence 
 • expulsion 
  
The interventions shall be cumulative across disciplines and grade levels.  The consequences 
assigned will be regardless of the extent of the plagiarism and the student’s intent. 
  
If a student’s work were copied without his/her knowledge or consent, the school would have no 
issue with that student.  If two students conspire to have work copied from Student A and handed in 
by Student B as his/her own, then both students would be dealt with for an infringement of our 
Plagiarism policy, and the consequences would be meted out according to wherever the student is in 
terms of prior infringements.


